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This paper proposes a novel approach for enhancing the video popularity prediction models. Using the
proposed approach, we enhance three popularity prediction techniques that outperform the accuracy of the
prior state-of-the-art solutions. The major components of the proposed approach are two novel mechanisms for
"user grouping" and "content classification". The user grouping method is an unsupervised clustering approach
that divides the users into an adequate number of user groups with similar interests. The content classification
approach identifies the classes of videos with similar popularity growth trends. To predict the popularity of
the newly-released videos, our proposed popularity prediction model trains its parameters in each user group
and its associated video popularity classes. Evaluations are performed through a 5-fold cross validation and
on a dataset containing one month video request records of 26,706 number of BBC iPlayer users. Using the
proposed grouping technique, user groups of similar interest and up to 2 video popularity classes for each
user group were detected. Our analysis shows that the accuracy of the proposed solution outperforms the
state-of-the-art including SH, ML, MRBF models on average by 45%, 33% and 24%, respectively. Finally, we
discuss how various systems in the network and service management domain such as cache deployment,
advertising and video broadcasting technologies benefit from our findings to illustrate the implications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The traditional reactive networking systems and management approaches are gradually replaced by
smarter alternatives that take a preemptive rather than reactive approach to network management
issues. Besides, demand for video content over the Internet is experiencing an exceptional growth.
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While video pervades almost every application, it also puts tremendous pressure in the network to
support users, that are expecting a high quality of experience, in a cost-effective manner.
The convergence of efforts in both smart network management and improving video content
delivery, has sparked a new wave of research for Video Popularity Prediction Models (V-PPMs).
V-PPMs are important tools for provisioning the demand for video contents and are widely used in
networking paradigm. For example, predicting the popularity of videos has been proposed as an
efficient method to improve the performance of content caching systems [25] and broadcasting tech-
nologies [39]. Direct benefits of this are to reduce latency and improve network traffic management
[26]. Apart from the mentioned network-related applications, predicting which video contents will
receive a large volume of requests is important for marketing agencies. An advertisement attracts
more users if it is targeted to the most relevant audience [10].
The efficiency of the above-mentioned applications depends on the accuracy of the employed
popularity prediction model [20]. As a result, finding new influential factors that have impact on
the performance of a popularity prediction model and proposing a model that utilises the factors to
improve the accuracy of the predictions of the existing V-PPMs is highly demanded.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for enhancing V-PPMs 1. Through our empirical
evaluations, We show that the proposed approach significantly improves the performance of three
well-known existing works. The approach takes two key factors that have a significant impact on
the trend of the popularity into consideration. Herein, the trend of popularity is defined as how
fast the number of users who are requesting a specific video changes over time.
Recent studies have proposed group-level popularity prediction as an approach which is more
effective than user-level and population-level predictions [15]. Group-level predictions are less
noisy than user-level predictions and in the same time, more accurate than population levels. On the
other hand, in terms of video content consumption, users organise themselves into the groups with
similar interests. This is the main reason for the success of Collaborative Filtering recommender
systems [2]. Within the groups, users usually show quite consistent reactions to the newly-released
videos [15].
In this study, we further hypothesise that there is a correlation between the level of the user
interest in a specific video and the user reaction time. Hereby, we refer to the time between video
release and the first request of the user as the user reaction time.
A direct implication of the above discussion is that grouping users based on the similarity of
their previous video requests and customising the popularity prediction model parameters to the
characteristics of each user group results in more accurate popularity predictions. According to
this, the first factor of our proposed approach identifies user groups with similar interests, trains
the prediction model parameters in each group and predicts the popularity of each video in each
user group.
In addition, considering user interests enables us to predict the video popularity in a subset of
population that are interested in a specific video. Almost all of the existing V-PPMs predict the
popularity of a video in the whole population.
On the other hand, it has been shown that there are different distinct patterns in the popularity
growth of videos [8]. Herein, we define the popularity growth of a video as how fast the number
of requests received for a video grows. The distinct patterns can be used to classify videos into
popularity classes. Therefore, the second factor of the proposed approach identifies the popularity
classes and adapts the popularity prediction model parameters to these patterns can improve the
accuracy of the popularity prediction models.
1Although the proposed method can be used to predict the popularity of all types of online contents, the method is more
suitable for online videos. So, we limit our discussions in this paper to the online videos.
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Considering the above-discussed points, we propose a novel approach for enhancing V-PPMs
which incorporates both the user groups and video popularity classes to model parameters. The
proposed approach comprises the following processes:
• Extracting the underlying similarities between the video requests of users and utilising it to
put the users into different groups.
• Extracting the underlying similarities between the pattern of the popularity growth of
different videos and using it to assign the videos into classes with similar popularity growth
patterns.
• Training the optimal values of the parameters of the popularity prediction model in each
user group and its associated video popularity classes.
We utilise our approach to enhance three well-known state-of-the-art popularity prediction
models, namely Szabo-Huberman (SH) [32], Multivariate Linear (ML) [29] and MRBF models [29]. It
is worth to be emphasised that we utilise these models to present a proof-of-concept for applicability
of the proposed approach; however, the proposed approach can be used to enhance any popularity
prediction model. Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed approach.
Fig. 1. In step 1, using the distance (dissimilarity) between users, a hierarchical tree is constructed. The
horizontal links between every two different parts of the depicted tree show the dissimilarity (distance)
between these parts. Using the entropy-based measure, the maximum acceptable dissimilarity is found and
the tree is cut at this level; the latter process assigns the users into several groups. In step 2, within each group,
the proposed technique finds different popularity growth trends and their associated model’s parameters.
To study and evaluate the proposed approach, we utilise a dataset containing one-month video
request records of the users of BBC iPlayer. we compare the prediction errors resulted from the
proposedmodel with the errors of the conventional counterparts. Our results show that the proposed
approach is able to significantly improve the employed popularity prediction models.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarised as follows,
• We propose a novel approach to enhance the existing V-PPMs. The approach contains two
steps:
(1) We propose to group users based on their interest as an effective factor for predicting the
group popularity of online videos. In doing so, we propose an unsupervised technique
to determine the optimal number of user groups. The optimal number of user groups is
determined such that the predictability of the user behaviours in the constructed groups is
maximised.
(2) We propose to classify videos into the classes with similar popularity growth trends. For
this purpose, we develop a novel video popularity classification technique that minimises
the mean and range of the prediction errors.
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• We elaborate on our approach and show how the user grouping and video classification are
used to enhance a popularity prediction model by considering its parameters as a function of
the user group and popularity class number.
• We provide a closed-form expression to find the optimum parameters of the proposed
popularity prediction models.
• We present an extensive evaluation to test the impact of the proposed approach on the
performance of the state-of-the-art popularity prediction models.
The properties of our proposed approach and the presented findings in this study have a number
of implications for improving the network and service management applications of a popularity
prediction algorithm. The most familiar examples of the applications are broadcasting, content
caching, Device to Device caching and marketing industries. In brief, the applications ought to
consider the characteristics and spatial distribution of user groups, population of users in each
group, and video popularity classes to improve the performance of the mentioned applications. The
implications are discussed in more detail in section 6.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3
discusses why we should expect that considering user groups and popularity classes improves the
V-PPMs . The methodology for the proposed approach is presented in section 4. Section 4.1 discusses
our unsupervised grouping method. The proposed video classification technique is explained in
section 4.2. In section 4.3, we present a detailed discussion on how our approach can be used to
enhance three V-PPMs. Discussion on the used dataset and the evaluation results are presented in
section 5. Section 6 discusses the implications resulted from our proposed approach to improve the
potential applications of the V-PPMs. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 7 and discuss the
open issues.
2 RELATEDWORKS
2.1 Popularity prediction techniques
There is a wide range of studies that aim to model the popularity of the online videos. These studies
define the popularity of online videos is as the number of views that the videos receive over time
[34].
The online videos can be classified into two categories of User Generated Contents (UGCs) [34]
and on-demand videos. The UGCs are generated by users (e.g. YouTube videos); while, on-demand
videos are released on a regular-basis by content providers (e.g. TV series).
In the literature, two main approaches are used for video popularity modeling including finding
the best fit to the view count distribution and correlation-based methods. These approaches are
explained in the following sections.
Finding the best fit to the view count distribution
In this approach, researchers try to find the best distribution function that provides a good estimation
of the view count distribution (or the number of views) over time. For instance, in different studies,
log-normal [3], Zipf-like [7], power-law with exponential cut-off [4], Gamma [5], and Weibull [6]
distributions have been proposed as the best-fitted distributions to the view count of online videos.
Observing different distributions can be due to the datasets that these studies used. Considering
this point, Avramova et al. [1] studied the evolution of popularity of online videos in three different
datasets and showed that the popularity evolution can be described as power-law or exponential
distributions. Wu et al. [35] considered two different driving forces in the evolution of the view
count distribution. They divided users based on those who are interested in a newly-released video
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and those who receive the recommendation from the first group. Considering different parameters
for each group, Wu et al. modeled the trend of received popularity for a newly-released video.
The major shortcoming of the discussed studies is that the above-mentioned distributions only
capture the general trend of the popularity growth of online videos. However, there may be
differences in the trends of the view count distributions of videos. In [9] and [8], the authors
found four distinct patterns for describing the popularity growth of videos which were classified
as: memoryless, junks, viral and quality. Figueiredo [11] utilised these four classes and used a
K-spectral clustering to classify the view count distributions of videos over time to predict the
popularity of YouTube videos. In another study, Li et al. [19] employed a random forest classifier to
correlate a number of video features (more than 50 features) with the class of videos.
Correlation-based methods
In a quite different approach, some studies have focussed on capturing and exploiting the correlation
between the early popularity and the received popularity in the future. Szabo and Huberman [32]
used the mentioned correlation and proposed a linear regression model that relates the number of
received requests until a given time in the future to the number of requests received up to a given
time before that. Pinto et al. [29] extended the model proposed in [32] to a Multivariate Linear
model (ML model); the ML model correlates the number of requests received in a given time to the
number of requests received till several point of times in the past. Considering the differences in
the trend of popularity growth, the authors also proposed MRBF model that extends ML model by
a new term that considers the similarities of the trend of the popularity growth of different videos.
LARM (a Lifetime Aware Regression Model) [24] is another regression based model which utilises
the life time of videos to improve the accuracy of its predictions. To estimate the life time of videos,
a prediction method is proposed in [24]. The evaluation results show that LARM outperforms
MRBF by around 20%.
Considering the correlations between received popularity at different times, Wu et al. [36]
developed a model based on Reservoir Computing (RC), which is a neural network technique. The
authors observed that there is a high correlation between some definite time intervals in the past
and future. Tan et al. [33] proposed a model based on Pure Birth Process, which is a time-dependent
Markov Chain model, to predict the accumulated future view count of online videos.
The above-explained models consider the same set of parameters for all videos. As a result,
these models still do not capture all the characteristics of the popularity trend of different videos,
which in return degrade the prediction accuracy. To address this shortcoming, some studies have
attempted to find some other features that have impact on the popularity growth of videos. For
example, it has been shown that there is a noticeable correlation between the social influence of
uploader (defined as the number of followers) [28], [27], the popular topic extracted from social
streams [30], visual sentiments features [37], [12] of videos and the popularity of the videos. The
above-mentioned features can be utilised to find the best model (or distribution) that describes the
popularity growth of different videos [28], [38] or the sudden rises in the popularity of a video [30].
Finally, Hoang et al. [15] have proposed a method for predicting group-level popularity of online
contents, e.g. videos, news or posts, in social networks. Although their method takes the interests
of users into consideration, their approach for user grouping is different from ours and they do
not consider the popularity class of videos. Additionally, their proposed method is suitable for
social networks, while our proposed approach is applicable in more generic solutions. To be more
precise, in [15], k-way graph partitioning technique is employed to group users. This technique
is applicable when we have constructed a popularity graph (as described in [15]) and is different
from our grouping technique. We can classify the advantages of our proposed grouping technique
in comparison with the one in [15] in 3 following points.
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• The technique used in [15] has to have number of clusters in advance; while, our technique
finds the number of clusters such that the predictability of user groups has its maximum
value.
• On the other hand, the grouping technique used in [15] has a constraint that all user groups
should approximately have similar sizes. We argue that this may result in some inaccuracy
as the size of the user groups may be different.
• The utilised grouping technique in [15] is limited to the occasions where there is a time series
of behaviors and is suitable for social networks, while our proposed approach is applicable in
more generic cases.
Our proposed approach in this paper can be utilised to enhance all the above-explained V-PMMs.
Our approach takes into account two factors that have not considered in the previous V-PPMs.
First, the proposed algorithm is the first V-PPM that takes the interest of users into consideration
and predicts the popularity of each video in user groups instead of the whole user population. As
for finding user groups, we introduce a new entropy-based method for estimating the optimal
number of user groups. Justifications on the novelty of the proposed method is provided in section
2.2.
Second, inspired by the findings of [8], the proposed algorithm considers the existence of the
different popularity classes of videos and leverage this information to improve the accuracy. To do
this, the algorithm benefits from a novel video popularity classification technique to classify the
videos into a number of classes. Our algorithm only utilises the growth of the popularity of a video
in the early times after release time to identify the popularity class of the video.
2.2 Entropy-based grouping techniques
There are several clustering algorithms in the literature that have used entropy; however, the
majority of the algorithms still need an input parameter to determine the number of clusters.
One of the most well-known entropy-based clustering approaches is to add a entropy based fuzzy
membership to the clustering algorithm, e.g. [18] and [21]. This approach adds a new entropy-based
term to the objective function of k-means clustering. The new entropy-based terms depend on
the probability that a data point belongs to each cluster. Liao et al. [23] developed a similar fuzzy
membership clustering method with a weight parameter on the membership entropy term for
categorical data. Their method uses an input threshold maximum dissimilarity to find the best
number of clusters. In [22], Liang et al. used within and between cluster entropy and proposed
entropy-based measures to find the worst clusters in a dataset containing both categorical and
numerical attributes. The authors also proposed a cluster validity index, which does not depend
on entropy, to find the best number of clusters in a dataset. However, except [22], the mentioned
clustering method needs the number of clusters as input. Shu et al. [31] proposed a measure based
on marginal differential entropy for n-dimensional datasets. The measure considers the probability
distribution function of the data points in each cluster alongside different dimensions and calculates
the total marginal differential entropy. The best number of clusters is where the derivative of the
total marginal differential entropy is less than a pre-determined threshold. The measure tries to find
the clusters that have denser distributions and is suitable for density-based clustering techniques.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to find the optimum number of clusters. The method
benefits from an entropy-based measure. The proposed method can be used to enhance most of the
existing clustering techniques and provides two main novel advantages,
• The proposed entropy-based method determines the best number of groups in a way that
maximises the predictability of the group behaviours. This point makes our proposed method
suitable to be used in a predictive algorithm.
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• The proposed method can be directly used to enhance almost all of the existing clustering
technique, including the above-explained techniques. The method enables a clustering tech-
nique to determine the best number of clusters. Different from the clustering techniques
presented in [18], [21] and [23], the proposed method does not make any change in the
objective function of the clustering algorithm.
3 MODEL JUSTIFICATION
This section is dedicated to provide a discussion on why considering the user groups with similar
interests and popularity classes of videos enables us to make a better estimation of the future
popularity of a newly-released video. Before beginning our discussion, we need to first define the
definition that we considered for popularity of a video. There are two ways for defining popularity
of a video. The ways are,
• View count received for each video,
• Number of unique users who have requested each video.
Each definition has its own advantages and disadvantages. In our paper, we considered the
number of the unique users requesting a video as the popularity of that video. Selecting this
definition is because of 1) the applications of this kind of definition (e.g. advertisement purposes
and improving Quality of Experience of users) and 2) the robustness of this number against changes
in network condition. In addition, when the bad network condition does not have a significant
impact, we do not lose the generality of our results by considering this definition. The reason is
that in this case the number of times that a user request a particular video only depends on her
interest; and for the videos with the same attractiveness for the user, this behavior may occur too.
To foresee the number of requests received for a specific video in a future time, different studies
have proposed different models to estimate the distribution of the received requests. We call the
distribution of the received requests as the request count distribution and denote the normalised
aggregated request count distribution for video v by PvT (tv ); where, tv is the time passed since the
video v has been released. PvT (tv ) is normalised by number of all users.
The majority of the V-PPMs try to directly estimate PvT (tv ) for the whole population of users.
However, this may result in some inaccuracies specially when users have different reaction time
distributions to different videos. So, we argue that estimating the request count distribution in the
groups of users that have similar reaction time distributions and doing weighted sum over the
estimated request count distributions can provide a more accurate estimation for PvT (tv ).
To find the users with similar reaction time distributions, we take into account three particularities
of users’ content requests.
• Recent studies on Collaborative Filtering recommender systems [2] suggest that users organise
themselves in the groups with similar interests.
• Users usually show consistent reactions to a newly-released video within each user group
[15]
• Users’ reaction times in each group are different from the reactions of users in the other
groups [14].
Inspired by the above discussion, we hypothesise that distinct groups of users that have different
reaction time distributions can be identified by looking at their interest in different videos. As a
result, we put the users that have requested similar videos into the same groups and claim that the
formed user groups have quite similar reaction time distributions.
On the other hand, the studies in [9][8] have shown that the popularity growth patterns of
videos can be classified into a number of popularity classes with distinct growth patterns. Therefore,
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we further propose considering various video classes in training popularity prediction model
parameters improves the accuracy of the popularity predictions.
Finally, we propose that estimating the request count distribution in each user group for each
video that has a specific popularity class and doing aweighted sum over all the obtained distributions
is a more accurate method than estimating the request count distribution for the whole population
of users. To support this claim, based on the above discussed points, one can conclude that the
request count distribution changes for different user groups and video popularity classes. As the
result, if we estimate the request count distribution of a video in each user group while we consider
the dependency of this distribution to the popularity class of the video and sum over all the obtained
distributions, we would achieve a more accurate estimation for the total distribution.
According to this, the following expression can be written for estimating the total request count
distribution (denoted by P̂vT (tv )).
P̂vT (tv ) =
|Gk |∑
k=1
ωk P̂
k ,h
T (tv ) , (1)
where, k denotes the kth user group and h denotes the hth video popularity class number. In
other words, PCkh is the h
th popularity class of the videos in kth user group; and P̂k ,hT (tv ) is the
normalised request count distribution obtained in user group k and is obtained when the popularity
class (h) of the video is considered; P̂k ,hT (tv ) is normalised by the number of users in group k ; ωk
is a weight parameter and depends on the proportion of users in the kth group. Due to the way
that we have normalised the distributions in 1, the weighted sum works and gives the number of
requests received for a video divided by total number of users.
4 METHODOLOGY AND THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
Our proposed popularity prediction technique includes two parts called training and popularity
prediction. In what follows, we discuss these parts in detail.
In the training part, we first find those users who have similar reaction time distributions to
the newly-released videos. The hypothesis discussed in section 3 implies that users with similar
interest may have similar reaction time distributions to the newly-released videos. As the result,
we put users who have requested similar videos into the same groups.
Next, within the constructed user groups, our proposed solution finds the popularity classes
that have similar popularity growth trends. The maximum and minimum of the early received
popularities of each video popularity class are recorded as the characteristic features for identifying
the video classes. We define the early received popularity as the number of requests that are received
in each user group after the release of each video until a predefined time parameter (an input
parameter that determines how much time later we would like to make the first prediction about
the popularity of videos).
In the next step, the parameters of the popularity prediction model are trained in each video
popularity class and user group. As a result, the parameters of the models are a function of user
group and video class numbers.
The above-described steps until this stage can be used to enhance any popularity prediction
model. To illustrate how we can employ the above steps to enhance a popularity prediction model,
we have chosen three state-of-the-art models that are SH, ML and MRBF.
In the prediction part, first, the class of the newly-released videos in each user group is identified
based on the popularity class characteristics (which were explained above). Next, the model param-
eters related to each user group and popularity class are used to predict the future popularity of
the videos.
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To evaluate of our proposed popularity prediction algorithm, we compare the accuracy of our
popularity prediction model with its conventional counterpart.
In the rest of this section, we discuss three main parts of the training phase of our proposed
approach, i.e. user grouping, video classification and training model parameters as a function of
the user groups and popularity classes.
4.1 Grouping users based on their interests
We group users based on the similarity between previously demanded videos. In the present section,
we elaborate on the grouping (clustering) technique that we utilise to group users.
In brief, the proposed grouping technique employs the Manhattan distance [16] to find the
distance between user interests and constructs a hierarchical tree. Then, the technique employs a
novel entropy-based measure, to find the best number of clusters. In the following, we discuss our
grouping method as well as the proposed entropy-based measure.
Suppose there is a set of users, denoted by {U}, and a dataset containing the requests of the
users for a set of m videos, denoted by {V}. We define a set of Request Vectors {RV } containing
m-dimensional binary Vectors (denoted by ®RV is). A request vector ®RV i is assigned to the user
ui ∈ {U}. Each element of ®RV i determines whether user ui has requested a particular video or not.
In this regard, ®RV i is a representation of each user’s interest. A typical ®RV i is as follows:
®RV i =
Video #1
Video #2
...
Video #l
...
Video #m

1
0
...
1
...
1

, (2)
Using ®RV i and ®RV j , the distance between the interests of users ui and uj can be calculated. There
are many methods for calculating the distance. Euclidean, Manhattan and Cosine distances are three
well-known examples of these methods. We select Manhattan distance in this paper to measure the
distance between the interests of two users. The Manhattan distance between two ®RV i s is defined
as follows,
Di j =
∑
k
RV ik − RV jk  , (3)
in which, RV ik is the k
th component of ®RV i . Hierarchical clustering [17] algorithm is then utilised
to cluster the users.
Hierarchical clustering technique constructs a hierarchical tree based on the distances between
users. The technique requires a cutting level as input to put users in different clusters.
We propose a method to use our entropy-based measure to find the optimum value of the cutting
level. Since the entropy is a measure of the predictability of an event in a system (herein, requesting
a video by users in a particular group), minimising total entropy leads to determining the number
of groups (clusters) in which the events are more predictable. As a result, the method is suitable to
be used in a predictive model. Below, we explain our proposed method in detail.
First, our proposed method cuts the hierarchical tree in a level, denoted by L (step 1 in Fig. 1). So,
it results in some user groupsGk . Next, the proposed method utilises Shannon entropy to calculate
the entropy of the video requests of the users in Gk . Since in different cutting levels L there are
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different user groups, the calculated entropy will be a function of L. The entropy for each user
group can be calculated by,
Hk (L) = − ∑
v ∈{V}
Pkv (L) log2
(
Pkv (L)
)
. (4)
where, Pkv (L) is the probability that video v is requested in the user groupGk and can be written as,
Pkv (L) =
Num of users who Requested video v in Gk
Total Num of users in Gk
. (5)
Calculating Pkv (L) in the user groups with only a small number of users can cause some inaccuracies.
Due to this, we select a threshold as the minimum acceptable number of users in each group. This
is to avoid small groups creation. A random behaviour is considered for those users who are in the
groups that contain a number of users less than the threshold. Random behaviour in this context is
equivalent to requesting the videos with the probability of 12 (i.e. P
k
v (L) = 12 ). The random behaviour
results in maximum entropy and penalises the creation of the groups that fall below the minimum
threshold size. The total entropy of the resulted groups is formulated as,
HT (L) =
K∑
k=1
ωk H
k (L) . (6)
where, K is the number of groups resulted in each cutting level (L) and ωk is the proportion of
all users in group k . The cutting level L (or equivalently, number of groups K) in which a global
minimum occurs is selected as the best number of groups. Searching for the optimal value of the
cutting level needs an upper bound on L values which is denoted as Lmax . A reasonable guess
for Lmax can be the maximum distance between users (maximum of Di j ). The pseudo-code of the
proposed grouping technique is presented in the Algorithm 1.
ALGORITHM 1: User grouping technique
1: Input : MNU ← Minimum number o f users in a дroup
2: Input : Lmax ← Maximum cuttinд level
3: Calculate the distance between all pairs o f users
4: Usinд the distances, construct a hierarchical tree
while L < Lmax do
Cut the hierarchical tree in level L
HT (L) ← Total entropy o f user дroups
L ← L + Lmax /3000
end
5: Lopt = arдminL∈[0 , Lmax ]HT (L)
4.2 The proposed video classification technique
This section discusses our proposed video popularity classification technique. We utilise this method
to divide the videos into distinct popularity classes with similar popularity growth trend.
The proposed classification method needs a popularity prediction model in its core. The method
divides videos into a number of popularity classes and trains a distinct set of the parameters of the
selected popularity prediction model in each popularity class. The method then utilises the training
dataset and the trained parameters to find the Relative Square Error (RSE) of the popularity model.
Next, the method finds the popularity classes such that the sum of total RSEs for all videos and total
Standard Error (SE) of the RSEs are minimised. The best choice for the popularity prediction model
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selected by the classification technique is to use the same model that we wish to enhance. For
example, when we want to enhance SH model, the classification method utilises the same model
(SH model). Nevertheless, one may use one of the regression models (e.g. SH or ML) to classify the
videos and consider it as the sub-optimal classification to be used in other models.
In brief, the classification method starts with setting a number of thresholds on request counts
that we call popularity levels. By comparing the early popularity (as was defined in section 4) of
each video with these popularity levels, the method puts the videos into a number of popularity
classes. Next, the method calculates a Cost Function that depends on the above-discussed RSEs for
the current configuration of the popularity levels. The method changes the popularity levels and
calculates the Cost Function for each configuration. The Cost Function takes the errors as well as the
standard error of the predictions into consideration. The classification method repeats this process
with different configurations until the configuration of the popularity levels that minimises the
Cost Function is found. Finally, the optimum values of the popularity levels are considered as the
levels for classifying the videos. In what follows, the ordered steps of the proposed classification
method is explained in more details.
The video classification process utilises the early popularity, denoted by EPkj as input. As men-
tioned in section 4, the early popularity is defined as the number of requests that are received
in kth user group after the release of the jth video until a predefined time parameter. Then, the
classification technique gets the maximum acceptable number of classes for the kth user group,
denoted by N kc , as input.
In each repetition, which is labeled by i , the classification method randomly generates N kc − 1
popularity levels , denoted by Pkl , for each user group. The popularity levels are generated such
that they belong to the interval
[
0, Pkmax
)
. Pkmax is the maximum early popularity of all videos in
group Gk . The classification process is repeated Imax times to find the video popularity classes
through a stochastic search. To give a criterion for selecting a value for Imax , Imax should be at
least equal to
(
Pkmax/N
k
c
) × Num of videos .
Since we need enough number of videos to find the optimal values of model parameters, our
proposed classification technique imposes a minimum for the number of videos in each class. By this
way, the technique prevents the classes with small number of videos. If there is a popularity class
with the number of videos less than this minimum number, the classification technique combines
this class to the previous popularity class; unless it happens for the first class. In this case, the class
is merged to the next class. This reduces the total number of classes by 1 (i.e. N kc is updated as
N kc ≡ N kc − 1). This procedure continues till the number of videos in all classes are greater than the
minimum number.
Next, the early popularity levels are sorted in an increasing order, i.e. Pk0 = 0 < Pk1 < Pk2 <
· · · < Pk
N kc −1
< Pkmax . The video classification method assigns the videos to N kc popularity
classes, denoted by PCki . If the early popularity received for a video vj in groupGk is in the interval[
Pkh−1, P
k
h
)
, the video is assigned to the popularity class PCkh . So, the popularity classes are defined
as
PCkh =
{
∀vj | Pkh−1 < EPkj ≤ Pkh
}
, (7)
According to Eq. 7, the popularity class PCkh is a function of user group Gk ; and differs from one
group to another one.
Next, the classification technique finds the optimal values of the parameters of the selected
regression model in each user group and each popularity class such that the total RSE is minimised.
The total RSE actually determines how well the regression model has fitted to the request count
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distribution of all videos in training dataset. Then, the classification method puts the discussed
RSEs for the videos in each popularity class (N kc ) and a specific user group (Gk ) into a set denoted
by RSEk ,h .
In the next step, the proposed technique averages over the RSEk ,hs in each popularity class. We
denote the mean of RSEk ,hs byMRSEk ,h . NTRSEk is the normalised total RSE and is defined as,
NTRSEki =
N kc∑
h=1
MRSEk ,h
max
(
MRSEk
) −min (MRSEk ) , (8)
where,MRSEk is defined as,
MRSEk =
(
MRSEk ,1, MRSEk ,2, · · · , MRSEk ,N kc
)
, (9)
NTRSEki provides the mean of the RSEs associated to a particular classification given by Eq. 7.
According to the central limit theorem, the limited sample size (i.e. limited number of RSEs in
the RSEk ,h set) causes an error in the estimation of theMRSEk ,h . This error is called Standard Error
and is denoted by SE. We denote the SE of MRSEk ,h as SEk ,h that is calculated as,
SEk ,h = 1√RSEk ,h  − 1Std
(
RSEk ,h
)
(10)
in which, Std
(
RSEk ,h
)
and
RSEk ,h  are the Standard Deviation and size of RSEk ,h , respectively. We
define the normalised total Standard Error of all RSEs as,
NTSEi =
N kc∑
h=1
SEk ,h
max
(
SEk
) −min (SEk ) , (11)
where SEk =
(
SEk ,1, SEk ,2, · · · , SEk ,N kc
)
. The reason why we normalise NTRSEki and NTSEki is
that all of their values have the same order of magnitudes. Since both of the above-explained errors
should be considered, hence, we define Cost Function (CF) below,
CFi =
1
N kc
(NTRSEi + NTSEi ) . (12)
In order to obtain the best classification of videos, we need to find the number i in which the Cost
Function presented in Eq. 12 has the minimum value. The proposed technique finds the minimum
value of the Cost Function and the associated popularity levels for each group (i.e. Pki ). The found
popularity levels are used in the prediction phase to assign the newly-released videos to a suitable
popularity class. The pseudo-code for the classification technique is presented in the algorithm 2.
4.3 Training model parameters as a function of user groups and popularity classes
As discussed previously, we can use the user grouping and video popularity classification techniques,
presented in the sections 4.1 and 4.2, to enhance any popularity prediction method. To elaborate
on how the proposed approach can be employed to enhance a popularity prediction model, we
have chosen three well-known popularity prediction models, namely SH, ML and MRBF models.
This section presents a discussion on how we utilise these models along with the user groups
and popularity classes to improve these popularity prediction models. In what follows, we clarify
how we train the parameters of the proposed popularity prediction models as a function of the user
group and popularity class numbers. For each model, we also present a closed-form expression for
the optimal values of their parameters.
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ALGORITHM 2: Video popularity classification technique
1: Input : The set o f requested videos f or each user
2: Input : The time of requests received f or each video by each user
3: Input : The user дroups f ound in previous step
4: Input : Imax ← Maximum number o f times to repeat the process
5: Input : Mcmin ← Minimum acceptable number o f videos in each popularity class
6: Input : Nmax ← Maximum number o f popularity classes
7: Find the time of requests received f or all videos in di f f erent дroups
8: Usinд the time of requests, f ind Pkmax = the maximum received early popularity
f or videos in each Gk
for i from 1 to I_max do
Randomly select Nmax − 1 popularity levels (Pkh ) in the interval
[
0, Pkmax
)
Construct popularity classes PCkh =
{
∀vj | Pkh−1 < EPkj ≤ Pkh
}
while There is a PCkh that
PCkh  < Nmax , do
if h > 1 then
Combine this class with PCkh−1
else
Combine this class with PCkh+1
Reduce the number o f all classes by one
end
end
In each Gk , f it the popularity model to the requests received f or videos in each P
k
h
and f ind the set o f residuals
(
i .e . RSEk ,h
)
Find the Standard Error o f MRSEk ,h (i .e .SEk ,h )
Find the NTRSEki in each Gk as stated in Eq. 9
Find the NTSEki in each Gk as stated in Eq. 11
Calculate cost f unction CoFui = 1N kc
(NTRSEi + NTSEi ) f or each repetition i
end
9: Find the i correspondinд to the smallest CoFui
10: Generate the popularity classes correspondinд to repetition number i
Enhancing Szabo-Huberman model
Szabo and Huberman [32] proved that there is a significant linear dependency between the log-
transformed of the popularities of online videos in the present and future times. According to the
mentioned point, we linearly correlate the number of requests received for a specific video (v) in tj
to the number of requests that this video has received up to a specific time in the past (i.e. ti ) in
each user group (Gk ) and popularity class (PCkh ). So, we have,
N̂v ,ktj = αk ,h
(
tj , ti
)
Nv ,kti , (13)
in which v belongs to popularity class PCkh ; N̂
v ,k
tj is the predicted number of requests in time tj
for video v (that is the request count distribution discussed in section 3) in group Gk ; Nv ,kti is the
actual number of requests received up to the time ti for video v in group Gk ; and αk ,h
(
tj , ti
)
s are
the model parameters that should be trained. It is evident that αk ,h
(
tj , ti
)
s are a function of user
group and popularity class number and need to be trained in each user group and popularity class.
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Optimal values of αk ,h parameters
Minimising Relative Squared Error with respect toαk ,h can be utilised to train theαk ,h parameter[32].
Considering this, the RSE of the predictions made by Eq. 13 is defined as,
RSE = 1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
(
N̂v ,ktj
Nv ,ktj
− 1
)2
. (14)
where, Nv ,ktj is the actual number of unique users that have requested videov till time tj in groupGk .
So, in calculatingNv ,ktj , if a specific user requests videov several times, we count all of those requests
once for that user.
v ∈ PCkh  is the number of videos in the popularity class PCkh . Substituting Eq.
13 into Eq. 14 will lead us to,
RSE = 1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
(
αk ,h
(
tj , ti
)
Nv ,kti
Nv ,ktj
− 1
)2
. (15)
The RSE given by Eq. 15 is calculated in the user group k and its associated video popularity class
h. Similar to Szabo and Huberman [32], we provide the optimal value of αk ,h that minimises RSE
by taking the derivative of the RSE with respect to αk ,h and setting it to zero. The optimal value of
αk ,h is given by,
αk ,h
(
tj , ti
)
=
∑
v ∈PCkh
Nv ,kti
Nv ,ktj∑
v ∈PCkh
(
Nv ,kti
Nv ,ktj
)2 . (16)
Eq. 16 can be utilised to find the optimal value of αk ,h for the popularity class PCkh and user group
Gk . Since the RSE is a second order equation the expression Eq. 16 provides the optimal value of
αk ,h that globally minimises RSE.
Enhancing Multivariate Linear (ML) model
Pinto et al. [29] extended the SH model such that the number of requests received for each video
until a time tj is linearly correlated to the actual number of requests received for that video in the
all time intervals of [ti−1, ti ] before tj . Considering the Multivariate linear regression model and
the proposed approach in this paper, the model below can be written for the number of requests
received for each video in each user group,
N̂v ,ktj =
j−1∑
i=1
θk ,hj ,i X
v ,k
ti , (17)
where Xv ,kti is the number of requests received for the video v in group k and θ
k ,h
j ,i s are the model
parameters that are a function of popularity class PCkh and user group Gk .
Optimal values of θk ,hj ,i parameters
Similar to the procedure we followed in the previous section, minimising RSE with respect to
θk ,hj ,i may provide a method for learning θ
k ,h
j ,i parameters. It is worth to note that RSE should be
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calculated in each video popularity class and user groups. So, we can write the RSE as
RSE = 1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
(∑j−1
i=1 θ
k ,h
j ,i X
v ,k
ti
Nv ,ktj
− 1
)2
, (18)
To obtain the optimum value of RSE, we need to set its derivative with respect to θk ,hj ,i s to zero. If
we do this and define the following matrices,
®θk ,h ≡
(
θk ,hj ,1 , θ
k ,h
j ,2 , · · · , θk ,hj , j−1
)
,
Bk ,hi ≡
∑
v ∈PCkh
(
Xv ,kti
Nv ,ktj
)
,
Ak ,hli ≡
∑
v ∈PCkh
©­­«
Xv ,ktl X
v ,k
ti(
Nv ,ktj
)2 ª®®¬ ,
(19)
in which, i, l < j. Using the above definitions, the optimal values of θk ,hj ,i s can be written as,
⇒
( ®θk ,h ) = (Ak ,h )−1 ( ®Bk ,h ) . (20)
Eq. 20 gives the final optimal values of θk ,hj ,i s by using the matrices defined in Eq. 19. If the matrix A
is not invertible; we need to reduce the dimension of ®θ which means that we correlate the number
of future requests to a fewer number of time intervals in the past.
Enhancing MRBF model
ML model considers the same set of parameters for all videos in each popularity class and user
groups. Pinto et al. [29] proposed another model called MRBF that enhances ML by introducing a
new term that is dependent on the similarities between the popularity growth of different videos.
The MRBF model still introduces some global parameters for all videos. Pinto et al. utilised Gaussian
Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [13] to calculate the similarity between two videos. RBF is defined as
follows,
RBFv1j (v2) = exp
©­­«−
 ®Xv2,kj − ®Xv1,kj 2
2σ 2
ª®®¬, (21)
in which, v1 and v2 have to be selected from the same popularity class; and σ is a parameter that
needs to be trained. For a specific time tj , ®Xv ,k is defined as,
®Xv ,kj =
(
Xv ,kt1 ,X
v ,k
t2 , · · · ,Xv ,ktj−1
)
, (22)
where similar to the model based on Multivariate Linear regression, Xv ,kti is the number of requests
received for video v in the time interval [ti−1, ti ] in group Gk . Using our proposed approach, the
MRBF model can be enhanced such that its model parameters are a function of user groups and
popularity classes. So, we have,
N̂v ,ktj = ®θk ,h · ®Xv ,kj +
∑
v ′∈PCkh
ωk ,hv ′ · RBFv
′
j (v) . (23)
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where, ®θk ,hs and ωk ,hv ′ s are the model parameters. In Eq. 23, the first part is the Multivariate
Linear regression model and the second part is the result of considering the similarity between the
popularity distributions of different videos.
Optimal values of ®θk ,h and ωk ,hv parameters
To find coefficients ®θk ,h and ωk ,hv , we follow the similar procedure that was presented for the
previous models. To have a compact form of Eq. 22, one can define the below vectors,
®Xv ,k⋆j ≡
(
®Xv ,kj ,RBFvj (v1) ,RBFvj (v2) , · · · ,RBFvj (vn)
)
,
®θk ,h⋆ ≡
( ®θk ,h,ωk ,hv1 ,ωk ,hv2 , · · · ,ωk ,hvn ) . (24)
In the above formulas, n is the number of videos in the training set. Using Eq. 24, the model in Eq.
23 may be written as follows,
N̂v ,ktj = ®θk ,h
⋆ · ®Xv ,k⋆j . (25)
Similar to Eq. 18, one can obtain the RSE of the predictions made by Eq. 23 in each user group k and
popularity class h. Minimising RSE with respect to the components of ®θ⋆ may result in the optimal
values of the coefficients in Eq. 23. Since the number of parameters in MRBF model is larger than
ML model, it is more likely that over-fitting happens for this model in a given training set. To avoid
this, Pinto et al. utilised Ridge regression [13]. Ridge regression penalises those solutions with large
norms. Considering this, a new term is added to RSE; and the expression that should be optimised
is written as,
RSE = 1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
(
N̂v ,ktj
Nv ,ktj
− 1
)2
+ α
®θk ,h⋆2 . (26)
We need to find the optimal values of α Eq. 26 and σ Eq. 21 in the above-presented model. To do
this, Pinto et al. tested a set of different values for these parameters and found the best values in
that set that give the smallest RSE. In this paper, we use a similar approach. Testing a set of values
in a stochastic process, we found that 0.0002 and 2 are the best values for α and σ , respectively.
For finding the other parameters of the model, we utilise the same method as the previous model.
Taking derivative of RSE with respect to θk ,h
⋆
i and doing some simplifications, one may obtain the
optimal values of θk ,h
⋆
i s as follows,( ®θk ,h⋆ ) = (Ak ,h⋆ )−1 ( ®Bk ,h⋆ ) , (27)
in which,
Bk ,h
⋆
i ≡
1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
Xv ,k
⋆
ti
Nv ,ktj
,
Ak ,h
⋆
l i ≡
1v ∈ PCkh  ∑v ∈PCkh
©­­«
Xv ,k
⋆
tl X
v ,k⋆
ti(
Nv ,ktj
)2 ª®®¬ + αδl i .
(28)
In Eq. 28, δki is Kronecker delta and comes from the derivative of
®θk ,h⋆ with respect to θk ,h⋆i .
In this section, we first discussed the proposed grouping and video popularity classification
techniques and then explained how these techniques are integrated to enhance three existing
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popularity prediction methods. Through the next section we benchmark the accuracy of the
enhanced solutions with the standard popularity prediction methods based on SH, ML and MBRF.
4.4 Computational complexity of the proposed technique
The computations of the proposed technique are done within two parts; that are training and
prediction phases. In the following, we discuss the parts and compare our proposed technique with
the existing ones in this regard.
Prediction phase: This phase is done online and determines how fast an algorithm is able to
predict the future popularity. A big difference between the speeds of prediction phases of two
predictive algorithms causes a big difference between the speed of their reaction to the future
situations. The point is that the computations needed for the prediction phase of our proposed
mechanism approximately equals the computations needed for the prediction phase of the existing
algorithm multiplied by the number of groups (which is around 5).
Training phase: This phase is done offline and does not affect the speed of an algorithm when
it is going to react to a future situation. The main proportion of added computational complexity
belongs to this part. However, we can argue that as this part is done offline the added complexity
can be disregarded. To give an insight on the added time complexity of this phase, one needs to
note that this phase includes two more parts, i.e. hierarchical clustering and video classification, in
comparison with the existing models.
The complexity of hierarchical clustering is O(n2 logn) in which n is number of users. Since the
hierarchical clustering needs to be done Lmax (which is given in section 4.1) times the total time
complexity is O(Lmaxn2 logn).
To obtain the time complexity of the video classification part, one needs to note that obtaining
NTRSEki requiresO(C2(C +M)) in which C is number of the parameters of the utilised model and M
is number of videos in training set. Since NTRSEki needs to be calculated for each group and Imax
(which is given in section 4.2) times, the time complexity of this part is O(|Gk |∗Imax ∗C2(C +M)).
5 DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the evaluation, we need a dataset of user requests made for a number of videos. A 5-fold
cross-validation technique was utilised to evaluate the model. We randomly split the data for all
videos into 5 parts. Each time, we used 4 folds to train the parameters of the proposed models and
the remaining fold to test the models.
In each folding, using the proposed grouping method, the users who had requested similar videos
in the past were assigned to the same group. Next, we used the classification technique to find the
above-explained popularity growth classes. After that, the popularity prediction models can be
used for predicting the future popularity of the videos in the test fold. We repeated all the described
process 5 times. Finally, the final results were the average of the results in all folds.
We first describe the dataset used in this paper and then briefly discuss the results of the grouping
method and video classification technique. After that, we discuss the improvements in the accuracy
of the popularity prediction models. We compare our results with the results of the baseline
algorithms.
5.1 Dataset
We used a dataset of one-month video request records of BBC iPlayer 2 users. In the dataset, request
time, video ID, anonymised user ID and duration of time that each user has spent on each specific
video have been recorded. The dataset is provided by the BBC as a part of a collaboration with
2http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer
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the 5G Innovation Center (5GIC) at the University of Surrey. The original dataset comprises more
than 100 million distinct entries; to reduce the size and at the same time have a comprehensive
subset, 56083 users were randomly selected amongst all users. After that, all the information about
requests made by this subset of users was extracted from the dataset.
The subset consists of 1,861,769 requests that have been made for 20,946 unique videos. Since one
needs to have sufficient history of user requests to build the user groups, we removed those users
who had made less than 10 requests within one month. Also, we selected those videos that had
been requested more than 40 times during this period. The subset after the elimination contains
26,706 unique users and 3018 unique videos. The subset includes 793468 requests made for the
remaining 3018 videos. The average number of requests received for videos is ∼250 and the most
popular video is requested more than 4500 times.
It is worth to be noted that we have randomly selected the above-mentioned number of users
from a much larger dataset which is more than ∼80 times larger than the used dataset in our paper.
As the process of user selection has been random, it can be concluded that if a video is requested
∼250 times in the sub dataset, it is requested in the main dataset ∼20000 times. In addition, the
random selection of users and the large number of selected users indicate that exiting patterns
in the main dataset and in the sub dataset are similar. As the result, it is not expected that the
presented improvements in this paper change a lot for the main dataset.
5.2 Evaluation results
Parameters of the conventional SH, ML and MBRF models are trained over all users in the training
set. Whereas the parameters of their enhancements are to be calculated for each specific user group
and popularity class. The trained parameters are employed to forecast the number of requests in
the test set.
We add all the number of requests that are predicted by each enhanced popularity prediction
method in each user group till the time tj for a specific video v (i.e. N̂v ,ktj ) to find the total number
of requests received for v . In the evaluation, the calculated total number of requests is compared
with the predicted number of requests by the conventional SH, ML and MRBF methods. To have a
fair comparison, each model from the prior state-of-the-art is compared against one of our newly
developed models that is the enhancement of the same conventional model.
It should be noted that the time of the first request can vary in different groups and this difference
should be considered when calculating the total number of received requests.
Finally, we compare the RSEs, defined in Eq. 14, of the predictions made to evaluate the impact
of the proposed approach on the performance of the V-PPMs.
User groups
According to the proposed technique in Section 4.1, a hierarchical tree was constructed for our set
of users.
As explained in section 4.1, we need to set a lower bound for the number of users in each group.
We considered 100 as the minimum acceptable number of users in each group to penalise the
creation of the small groups in the clustering process.
We used MATLAB to construct hierarchical tree for our set of users. To link the users (objects),
we utilised "complete" 3 approach.
After that, the total entropy for different cutting levels in [0, Lmax ] was calculated. In different
foldings, the proposed grouping technique found different number of clusters. The obtained number
3In the most basic level, the complete approach pairs an object to its nearest object. Then, the approach considers the
furthest distance between objects of two previously paired objects as the distance between that two pairs.
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of groups in different foldings ranges from 4 to 7. This is down to the point that the best number of
clusters may vary for different training datasets.
Video popularity classes
This section discusses the results of our proposed video popularity classification technique. The
video popularity classification technique determines the popularity levels that separate different
popularity classes in each user group based on their received early popularities.
We set the minimum number of videos in each popularity class to 15 and the maximum number
of popularity classes for each user group to 2. The maximum number of popularity classes was
determined by looking at the number of received requests in each user group. In all user groups,
there is at most one clear gap that separates the videos, corresponding to high and low popular
videos.
Considering the above assumptions, the classification technique resulted in different number of
popularity classes (1 or 2 classes) in different groups.
5.3 Discussion
Evaluation settings
We need to pre-set the length of time intervals (i.e. [ti−1, ti ].) for the mentioned models. For user
generated videos, the typical time interval that is used for the evaluations is about 1 day [29] [35].
However, since the used dataset in this paper contains on-demand videos and the popularity of
the on-demand videos grows much faster than the UGC videos, we set this length to 30 minutes.
The maximum time in which we predict the number of received requests is set to 3 days after the
released time. In the next step, we normalised all the points in the time axis by the maximum time;
so, points 0 and 1 in the time axis show time of the release time and 3 days after release time of the
videos.
The evaluation of our proposed model
We use RSE to compare the accuracy of the predictions made by the baseline model and our proposed
solution.
Fig. 2 presents the box plot of the RSEs for all the predictions. It is evident that the enhanced
models by our approach result in a considerable reduction in the range of RSEs in comparison with
the conventional models. The highest improvement is related to the SH model. The median, in the
graph related to SH model, has been reduced from 0.0144 to 0.0056 (relatively, ∼61% improvement).
For ML model, the median has been improved from 0.0086 to 0.0046 which is equivalent to ∼45%
improvement. For MRBF model, we observe the lowest reduction (∼24%) in the median (from 0.0411
to 0.0046). Table 1 summarises the improvements discussed above.
Table 1. Relative improvements in terms of median
SH model ML model MRBF model
Baseline model 0.0144 0.0086 0.0083
Enhanced model 0.0056 0.0046 0.0063
Relative improvement 61% 45% 24%
The box plots presented in Fig. 2 shows that in total the enhanced models by our proposed
approach outperforms the conventional SH, ML and MRBF models.
It is worth to be noted that the proposed classification technique actually divides videos into
two classes of popular and unpopular videos. If dividing videos into popular and unpopular classes
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(a) Ratio of RSEs of our SH-based model and SH model
(b) Ratio of RSEs of our ML-based model and ML model
(c) Ratio of RSEs of our MRBF-based model and MRBF model
Fig. 2. Box plot of RSEs of the predictions. Each box represents the RSE of the predictions made by the models
(first box is related to the enhanced model and second one is related to the conventional model). Comparing
the range and median of box plots can be utilised to evaluate the impact of our proposed approach on the
performance of the conventional models. In terms of median, the proposed approach has relatively improved
the median of SH model by 61%, the median of ML model by 45% and the median of MRBF model by 24%.
results in improvements in the model accuracy, the technique does this classification; otherwise, it
does not. As a fact, only about 10% of videos become popular. As the result, the number of videos
in the unpopular class is much more than the number of videos in the popular class. So, the values
of model parameters is much closer to their values for unpopular videos than their values for
popular videos. Dividing videos into popular and unpopular classes causes that V-PPM becomes
able to more accurately find the values of model parameters for popular videos. The direct result of
this discussion is that employing the proposed classification technique enables a model to better
estimate the future popularity of popular videos.
Considering the above-explained points, we have conducted a new experiment to find the impact
of each factor on predicting popularity of popular videos and validated the results by 5-fold cross
validation. The results show that for popular videos classifying videos based on their popularities
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(a) Ratio of RSEs of our SH-based model and SH model
(b) Ratio of RSEs of our ML-based model and ML model
(c) Ratio of RSEs of our MRBF-based model and MRBF model
Fig. 3. Box plot of RSE ratios of all the predictions. Each ratio is calculated as the RSE of each prediction
made by our proposed approach divided by the RSE of the prediction made by conventional model. Then, we
have depicted the box plot of all ratios in each specific time. As it is shown, the majority of the ratios are
smaller than 1 and show that our proposed approach most of the times work better than the conventional
model. The SH model has shown the best improvements in the Ratio of the RSEs which is in agreement with
the results presented in the figure 2.
results in 9% and 15% improvements in terms of median in the performance of SH and ML models
enhanced by our grouping technique.
It needs to be stressed that user grouping has greater impact on the observed improvement in
the accuracy of popularity prediction and improves the accuracy of predictions made for all videos.
In Fig. 3, each panel shows the ratios of RSEs of the conventional techniques and their en-
hancements by our approaches. Error ratios less than 1 imply that the RSEs have decreased by
applying the proposed approach. Through majority of the boxes (∼70% of them), it is evident that
our proposed approach improves the performance of the conventional models. The medians of the
ratio of the errors for all the three models in different time intervals are less than 1. For the SH and
ML-based models, these ratios are more stable than the MRBF model and have the smallest ranges.
The biggest ranges are related to MRBF model. Hence, the proposed technique improves the SH
and ML models more than MRBF. It can be due to the point that the MRBF model has much larger
number of parameters with respect to the other models.
To give an idea about the overall improvements of the predictive models, we propose to calculate
the average of the relative improvement as follows. For this purpose, we compute the mean of all
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Table 2. Mean relative improvements
SH model ML model MRBF model
Overall (relative
improvement) 45% 33% 24%
(a) SH-based model (b) ML-based model (c) MRBF-based model
Fig. 4. Accumulated miss-predicted requests calculated as the sum of requests that did not predicted by the
popularity prediction models.
error ratios presented in Fig. 3. After that, we find the relative improvement by subtracting the
mean from 1. So, we have
ORI = 1 −MER. (29)
in Eq. 29, ORI and MER are Overall Relative Improvement and Mean of Error Ratios, respectively.
Table 2 presents the overall relative improvements of all the three models. As expected, we observe
the highest improvement in the accuracy of SH-based model and the lowest one in the accuracy of
MRBF-based model.
Up to this point, the evaluation has not provided any information about the improvements in
the exact number of the mis-predicted requests until a certain point in time (i.e. exact error). In the
next section, we evaluate the above-discussed models based on the exact number of the prediction
errors.
Improvements in terms of cumulative error
The evaluation provided in this section is based on cumulative errors. Cumulative error is defined
as the number of requests that have been missed by a popularity prediction model. To compute the
cumulative error, in each, we accumulate the number of miss-predicted requests up to a specific
time and then take the average of the cumulative errors across all 5 folds of cross validation. The
graphs presented in the Fig. 4 shows the explained accumulated mis-predicted requests for the
proposed models based on our proposed approach against the conventional models over time. As
can be seen, the curves associated with the proposed models is always below the curves related to
the conventional models. This again shows that by using the proposed technique, we have made
more accurate predictions for the popularity of the newly-released videos.
Based on the evaluation presented above, we can conclude that the proposed solution considerably
outperforms the conventional V-PPMs. Since we have randomly selected the utilized (sub) dataset
in our paper from a significantly larger (main) dataset (which is 80 times larger), observing 400
requests received for a particular video in the sub dataset means that this video is probably requested
∼32000 times in the main dataset. On the other hand, it is not expected that the observed accuracies
in our study noticeably change for the main dataset. This is down to the point that the random
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selection of users doesn’t affect the existing patterns in the popularity growth of videos that exist
in the main dataset; therefore, the accuracy of a model that works based on the mentioned patterns
doesn’t experience a noticeable change. Considering MRBF as an example, the results presented in
table 1 and 32000 requests received for the particular video in the main dataset, MRBF model and
our proposed model result in ∼2912 and ∼2528 miss-predicted requests, respectively. The difference
between these two errors increases for the popular videos with more than 3000 received requests
in the sub dataset. These videos are requested ∼240000 times and more in the main dataset and the
number of miss-predicted requests is more than ∼21840 and ∼18960, respectively.
In the case of our study, the reported accuracies depends on the selected value as the time interval
(explained in the section 8.3). The time interval determines how much time later we wish to predict
the popularity of videos. In our paper and due to the speed of the popularity growth of on-demand
videos, we have selected half an hour as the time interval. It is clear that if we increase the length
of the interval, the reported accuracies diminish. In contrast, the comparison results between two
models are somewhat stable. According to this, observing that our proposed solution performs
better than the baseline models can lead us to conclude that our solution works better than the
baselines in other situations. In brief, the reported RSE for the models in our paper would increase
if we wanted to predict in the larger intervals (e.g. 3-hour intervals); as the result, the number of the
miss-predicted requests would increase. However, the improvements resulted from our proposed
solution remain quite stable for different situations.
Limitations of the Proposed Model
Our proposed model has a number of limitations that are discussed in this section.
First, the evaluation results presented in this paper show that SH model benefits the most from
the proposed technique. The potential reasons are discussed in what follows. Note that the less
number of model parameters of SH model in comparison with the ML and MRBF models indicates
that SH model is more simple than ML and MRBF models. Therefore, the SH model is not as
powerful as ML and MRBF models to capture the underlying patterns existing in the popularity
growth of the videos.
On the other hand, the actual amount of the existing patterns has an upper bound; so, more
powerful models can capture a bigger proportion of the patterns. As the result, any enhancement on
a powerful model may not result in a relatively big improvement in the proportion of the patterns
that can be captured by the model. Due to this, improving a powerful model is more difficult than a
simple model.
Considering the simplicity of SH model and the above-discussed upper bound for the patterns,
an enhancement may result in relatively bigger improvements in the performance of SH model
than the ML and MRBF model. Similar discussion can be applicable for comparing the ML and
MRBF models in this regard. To explain this, as MRBF model is more complex than the SH and ML
models, its performance improves less than the other two models.
As the second limitation, our proposed model requires more computations than the conventional
models. As discussed previously, the prediction phase is not affected a lot by this added computations;
therefore, the speed of the prediction phase does not reduce noticeably. Nevertheless, we need
to search for a method to reduce the amount of needed computations specially for large video
streaming platforms that has a large number of users.
As the first solution to treat the discussed problem, it is worth to be noted that our proposed
technique can be run distributed. We actually do not need to find user groups and video popularity
classes for all users using a video streaming platform and all videos that exist on the platform. To
illustrate it, the user groups and video popularity classes can be found for each geographical region
(a city or even a part of city).
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As the other solution to treat the discussed problem, we need to search for more efficient methods
to assign new users to the previously found user groups. One possible method is to represent the
groups by their most popular videos and assign the users who have requested the popular videos of
a specific group to the group. Other methods should be found and their performance and efficiency
need to be tested.
The final limitation is that as dividing videos into a number of classes reduces the number
of videos utilised for training model parameters, it may increase the probability of occurring
over-fitting for the employed models. More complex models, e.g. ML and MRBF models, are more
susceptible to this problem. utilising regularisation techniques may be a good solution for this
problem.
6 IMPLICATIONS TO IMPROVE POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Our results confirms that considering user groups and video popularity classes has a significant
impact on improving the accuracy of the popularity prediction models.
Based on our findings, we make a few recommendations on the deployment of V-PPMs in its
most popular applications in the network and service management domain. These applications
include caching systems, advertisement mechanisms and broadcasting technologies.
• Implications for Wireless networks application: The implications of our results for
network operators can be listed as,
(1) Our results imply that network and service management applications should always con-
sider to keep a limited information about previous video request of users. Such information
would then be sufficient to identify both popularity classes and user groups, which signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy of the predictions.
(2) Our results show that different user groups follow distinct popularity patterns and reaction
times. Therefore, caching mechanisms at any moment should consider both the reaction
times of different groups and their population to estimate the dynamic of the popularity of
each video before predicting the popular videos for cashing.
(3) Our results reveal that videos only get popular in a subset (either a group or a few groups) of
users instead of whole population. Using the knowledge about the geographical distribution
of the user groups, one can more accurately estimate the spatial distribution of demand
received for the popular videos. The estimated distribution of the demand is a valuable
input to improve Device to Device caching systems. More specifically, decisions on caching
or distributing contents should be taken based on the group-level geographical distribution
of future requests that will be received for popular videos.
(4) To improve the efficiency of the broadcasting mechanisms, decisions on either broadcast,
multicast or unicast a video should be taken based on the popularity of the video in each
user group, the population and the geographical distribution of users in the group.
(5) As a result of observing at-least two video popularity classes, the employed V-PPM in
network ought to consider at-least two video popularity classes to improve its predictions.
• Implications for marketing industries: Online advertisement is considered as a valuable
source of income for content providers. The group-level popularity predictions of our ap-
proach and the characteristics of user groups can be utilised to find Better advertisement
strategies.
By analyzing the content and characteristics of the popular videos in each user group, one
can identify the collective characteristics, e.g. age or gender, of the users in each group. By
considering these collective characteristics of the users in different groups, an advertisement
can be targeted to the group of users who are potentially interested in that advertisement.
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Moreover, the knowledge about the characteristics of the user groups and content of the
newly-released videos can be also utilised to recommend the most appropriate video for each
advertisement. So, by this way, an advertisement may receive more number of views that is
an important factor for success of an advertisement.
7 CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel approach for enhancing the video popularity prediction models. The proposed
approach takes the underlying similarities in the requested videos by users and in the received
popularity growth trend for videos into consideration.
We used the proposed approach to enhance three well-known popularity prediction models,
namely SH, ML and MRBF models. The enhanced models initially build user groups with similar
interests. The user grouping process is conducted through an unsupervised grouping technique.
The technique is based on hierarchical clustering and chooses its optimal cut-off level by calculating
the total entropy of video requests made by users in the resulted groups for a set of videos.
Within each user group, our proposed technique finds an effective criteria to classify the videos
into popularity growth classes.
Considering user groups and video popularity classes, the proposed popularity prediction models
find the dependencies between past and future popularity of the videos. Therefore, the optimum
values of the parameters of the models are a function of user group and popularity class numbers.
In the evaluation part, we used a dataset containing user video requests gathered from the
users of BBC iPlayer. The evaluation was accomplished by 5-fold cross validation. The proposed
grouping technique was utilised to find user groups with similar taste in video. Next, the associated
popularity classes to each user group were found. To evaluate our proposed models, we compared
the models with SH, ML and MRBF models. We compared the accuracy of the enhanced models with
its conventional counterparts. On average for the set of all videos, we observed that the proposed
approach is able to improve the SH, ML and MRBF models by 45%, 33% and 24%, respectively.
We also showed that how our proposed solution improves the conventional methods in terms of
accumulated mis-predicted requests.
In spite of observing significant improvements by using the proposed grouping technique in
this paper, we also need to test the impact of other clustering methods on the performance of the
popularity prediction models and compare the improvements resulted from using these methods
with the improvements resulted from our proposed grouping method. Some of the main clustering
methods that need to be tested are k-mean, k-way graph partitioning, affinity propagation and
density-based clustering techniques.
Moreover, the observed improvements needs to be checked in other use-cases and tested against
other datasets. Observing the improvements for other datasets can strongly support our findings in
this paper. Considering this, another future step for this research is to test our proposed techniques
by other datasets.
In addition, the presented improvement results might change for popular and unpopular videos.
As discussed previously, the grouping and classification factors may also have different impact
for the popular and unpopular videos. Studying the improvements and impact of each factor for
popular and unpopular videos is the other future step of this study.
It is worth to be mentioned that our proposed approach adds more computational complexity in
training phase but results in a better accuracy. The added complexity is performed offline and does
not affect the performance of the prediction phase of the proposed models.
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